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ABSTRACT
Increasingly, research projects narrate visions of energy commu-
nities that portray hopes of more sustainable, democratic energy
futures. However, it remains unarticulated how such research narra-
tives are embedded in the design of digital technology for communal
energy futures that are situated in everyday life. While sustainable
HCI has identified relevant design narratives, little attention has
been paid to those of communal energy projects. In this paper, we
scope energy community literature at ACM to identify design narra-
tives that tell stories about how energy communities are imagined
and why they are relevant. Through a critical discourse analysis,
we describe how design narratives currently shape energy commu-
nity research on sites, participation, and digital technologies. We
use these stories to discuss and suggest three trajectories of how
future HCI researchers and practitioners may explore alternative
and sustainable visions of energy community futures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The expanding focus on sustainable energy on a global scale [37,
129] has led to the imaginings of alternative forms of organizing ev-
eryday life towards sustainable energy futures. One emerging vision
is that of energy communities where communities are envisioned
to become better connected to local renewable energy initiatives
[131]. The European Union (EU), in particular, is politically and
financially invested in forming mainstream visions of energy com-
munities as transformative steps towards organising “collective and
citizen-driven energy actions that help pave the way for a clean en-
ergy transition while moving citizens to the fore” [38]. Embedded
in this vision is a narrative that the individual householder will
engage in a localized energy system and be empowered through
a high level of digitalization, automation tools, and algorithmic
real-time market signals [36, 71]. To animate this envisioned tool
and community-oriented householder, we see digital energy tech-
nology being researched [87], designed [66], and demonstrated in
real-life conditions [89, 135] promising a sense of collective renew-
able energy ownership and active participation among community
members [44, 93, 103]. Nonetheless, as realizations of energy com-
munities are still taking shape, a myriad of understandings and
interpretations emerge revolving around how these future energy
communities are to be enacted and how social everyday life is to
be shaped by such future energy technology [12, 37, 38, 60, 132].

The research fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and
computer science have recently engaged in designing and evalu-
ating digital communal energy technologies. In this line of work,
studies illustrate the potential of how digital energy technologies
may engender community members’ cooperation [45, 48], create
energy awareness and communal learning [79, 86, 104], and re-
move barriers to communal energy interactions [19, 89]. Despite
showcasing transformative potentials, the design visions of future
(energy) technologies carry assumptions of sustainably energy fu-
tures that primarily are narrated by designers, developers, and other
stakeholders from the energy sector [1, 124, 125, 136]. In reaction
to this, we see a growing body of humanities scholars critiquing
technology-oriented visions, imaginaries, and stories of sustainable
futures, arguing that these visions often fall short of assumed im-
proved sustainability [60, 90, 91, 123], and overlooking the diverse
cultural and social practices in local communities [16, 63, 100].
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In this paper, we frame those design visions, imaginaries, and
stories as design narratives that shape “who receives attention and
credit for design work, how we frame design problems and challenges,
how we scope design solutions, and what stories we tell about how
design processes operate” [25, p. 109]. Inadvertently, the storytelling
aspect of design narratives comes to shape what sorts of issues
are legitimate to engage with, as well as how we may engage with
them, calling for more critical engagement of the narratives and
assumptions embedded in designing [25]. At the same time, critics
argue that sustainable HCI (SHCI) has limited itself to narrow vi-
sions of sustainability [18, 24, 70, 119], which may fail to consider
the radical nature of sustainable transitions [15]. Despite this, re-
search critically examining design narratives of energy community
research is limited. Thus, we believe it is timely to identify visions
in the emerging area of energy community research to understand
their transformative potentials and pitfalls.

In this paper, we address this research gap by outlining design
narratives in energy community research at ACM to discuss the
implications of design narrative discourses for energy community
research. To do so, we draw on Costanza-Chock [25]’s concep-
tualization of design justice to frame stories of values of digital
technologies, practices of participation, and the situated sites of
communities. Based on a scoping review methodology, we iden-
tify relevant papers, abductively grouping design narratives of
sites, participation, and digital technologies. We characterize each
design narrative using critical discourse analysis [57], surfacing
assumptions for, and expectations towards, energy communities
as a means towards more sustainable, democratic energy futures.
By offering a coherent arrangement of current discursive design
narratives of energy community research in ACM, our paper an-
swers recent calls for the HCI research community to bring about
critical perspectives on sustainability by questioning “the place of
technology and technology-oriented practices in creating a fairer, more
sustainable, and flourishing society” [24, p. 101]. We argue that the
identified design narratives are limited in their ability to entertain
radical energy community futures. Thus, ACM energy community
research may fail to achieve the transformative potentials of energy
communities towards sustainable energy systems. Considering the
radical expansion of emerging energy communities on a global scale
[65, 89, 118, 135], we believe that our design narratives bring new
understandings of such research before such narratives’ crystal-
lization. Finally, we discuss how the HCI research community may
engage with these design narratives by suggesting three trajecto-
ries to help envision alternative and sustainable energy community
futures.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section focuses on prior HCI research, engaging with under-
standings and narratives of design visions for sustainable energy
futures. We base this on Costanza-Chock [25]’s conceptualization
of 1) design values embedded in designed artifacts, 2) practices of
inclusion in design, and 3) situated places where design is unfolding.
Relating this to energy communities, we are interested in the values
of digital technologies, practices of energy community members’
participation, and the situated sites of energy communities.

2.1 Designing Digital Energy Technologies
The design, evaluation, and critique of digital technologies as a
means to support societal transitions towards a more sustainable
future have been a research agenda in sustainable HCI (SHCI) for
over a decade [10, 18, 124]. This includes work on future energy
systems designed with emergent digital technologies in mind, e.g.,
smart grids [2], local energy markets [82], blockchain [58, 137],
smart home technology [106], automation [62], and eco-feedback
[23, 67, 110]. In this body of work, digital technologies are consid-
ered mediating tools that enable householders to act more sustain-
ably, both in a domestic space [40, 42, 99] and among householders
[8, 45, 116]. Recently, we have seen a small number of studies that
explore the role of emergent digital technology in the conceptualiza-
tion of communal energy [22, 50, 55, 63, 116]. Some studies explore
digital technologies as a means to facilitate cooperation among
people by creating awareness through design that showcases the
impact of collective energy interactions [28, 47, 97]. While some
scholars argue that such communal energy feedback illustrates the
potential to support energy learning in these communities [47, 97],
other discuss the importance of situating collective contexts [28]
and local practices [116] when designing for social engagement
around energy consumption.

We also see SHCI research endeavors exploring the benefits
and constraints of automating energy actions in the home [2, 13,
62, 106, 112]. Despite the home being a prominent site for such
research endeavors, we see studies exploring the automation of
energy services designed to support communities. For instance,
Capaccioli et al. [19] discuss a possible future where production
and consumption of renewable energies are supported in a decen-
tralized energy system that may serve community members’ habits.
Similarly, Panagiotidou et al. [94, p. 18] argue that such automa-
tion may support easier coordination of energy in neighborhoods,
which may “require less micromanaging”, while Jabbar and Bjørn
[58] illustrate that emergent technology (blockchain) shapes how
designers and engineers imagine future (energy) collectives. Yet, as
these designers and engineers ascribe assumptions to the design of
future energy technologies [63, 74, 121], studies show that visions
of a sustainable technology-oriented future may not align with how
everyday practices are performed sustainably [1, 122, 123].

While emergent energy technologies are often described as es-
sential in sustainable communal transitions [55, 63, 133, 137], hu-
manities and social science scholars have critiqued how technology-
oriented visions neglect to acknowledge socio-technical imagina-
tions of future energy systems [59]. Such perspectives highlight
that collective social and cultural life shapes how these energy sys-
tems are to become embedded in diverse communities, which may
bring about unintended consequences [60, 125]. For instance, Nu-
cho [90] argues that post-grid energy imaginaries might promise to
transform the existing energy system, and yet the decentralization
of energy systems may lead to “geographical disconnection, uneven
access, and infrastructural abandonment” [90]. This critique calls for
advancing social scientific and humanistic methods when exploring
and developing new design opportunities as part of sustainable en-
ergy futures [105, 121]. Hence, we see research arguing for moving
away from techno-solutionist visions of communal energy [64]
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towards design efforts that take place in everyday life [73] where
these communities are situated [19].

2.2 Participation in Sustainable Design
Participation of citizens and communities in sustainable transitions
has been considered paramount in design [19, 52, 77]. For energy
communities, this concerns “who is involved” [120, p. 437], and
how, but also the structures and organisations through which peo-
ple can become involved to affect decision-making [115]. In HCI,
the notion of participation has been a concern throughout decades
[11]. In sustainable design endeavors, Heitlinger et al. [52] bring
a participatory design approach into the study of smart food in-
frastructures to engage culturally diverse participants, enabling a
more democratic engagement with sustainable design transitions.
Food, like energy, may be considered a scarce resource “because the
practices of food management involve neither new forms of production
nor distribution” [33, p. 11], and hence require community partic-
ipation to re-negotiate these resource-intensive practices. Others
illustrate that participation in community projects may include a
wide variety of human actors and their institutions [53, 65], as well
as non-human actors [53, 76, 113].

Despite this, participation in sustainable energy transitions is
often envisioned as contingent of the interest of empowered indi-
viduals, in energy, and their willingness to alter behavior through
digital technologies [121]. Yet, research illustrates that energy com-
munity participation contains significant tensions. The transfor-
mation of cooperative energy use into competitive energy use has
been demonstrated in a number of papers [8, 45, 97]. Furthermore,
Cila et al. [22]’s investigation of blockchain in energy communities
shows that participation may be subject to tensions, for instance,
in terms of incentive mechanisms having a manipulative effect.
Similarly, communal energy projects may serve to bring in outside
collaborators, which can challenge local participation [49, 65, 133].
To facilitate more democratic, local participation in community
design projects, we see research that argues that situating design
in the messiness of everyday practices [17, 73] and across neigh-
borhoods [80] enables community members to create and sustain
caring strategies for a better life in places they are living [111].

2.3 Places of Sustainable Transitions
The places in which sustainable transitions and participation are
unfolded have shown to be paramount to consider. For energy com-
munities, “spatial proximity to energy generating infrastructure” [39,
p. 653] and location-based access to energy [115] are considered
important elements. The spatial aspects of sustainability have also
been given attention in SHCI. The inter-connectedness of people in
a specific geographical region may support householders’ abilities
to retain access to electricity, as described by Hasselqvist et al. [50].
Moreover, local communities may share a common history [65],
where they may already share a number of resources, including
energy [118]. However, rural communities may experience difficul-
ties in gaining access to energy infrastructure [116]. This can be
further exacerbated due to the fact that rural organizations “often
lack the capacity for technical projects” [142, p. 4], which can lead
to slower dissemination of technologies and participation herein.

Despite a focus on the spatial context of sustainability, SHCI
has been criticized as primarily focused on European and Northern
American contexts [119]. For instance, Knowles et al. [70] argue
that a shift in focus is necessary for computing research to engage
with sustainability on a society-wide scale. However, such scale in
SHCI may require considering how sustainability efforts may move
environmental harms to other countries [9], as well as considering
the situated environment around a community project as spatial
infrastructures in and of itself [53]. Knowles et al. [69] and Dourish
[31] have called for SHCI to take on a political nature. This politi-
cization entails considering how situated places affect communal
energy configurations, e.g., Swedish citizens’ obligations to join
housing cooperatives [47, 48], or how local districts shape possibil-
ities and constraints of energy design interventions in villages in
India [117].

Overall, these research strands show that critical energy com-
munity aspects of digital technologies, participation, and sites, are
often shown in HCI and computer science research as being solu-
tionist and removed from the local context. As energy community
projects are still developing (e.g., [135] or [65]), research has yet to
apply the above critical perspectives to energy community research.
Bringing critical, alternative perspectives [24] is relevant to ensure
that energy communities are developed to sustainable ends.

3 METHODS
In this paper, we seek to understand how ACM research has en-
gaged with visions of energy communities and how this scope may
be broadened. To collect this research, we use a scoping review
methodology. A scoping review aims to understand key areas of
concern within a subset of research through a systematic method-
ology, though refraining from assessing the quality of evidence and
methods [3]. Our scoping review is inspired by the Preferred Re-
porting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension
for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) [128] that provides a structured
reference to identify relevant literature in a given research arena.

To identify and critically examine design narratives in research,
we apply an analytical lens of critical discourse analysis (CDA)
[5]. This humanities-based lens sees text as a reflexive conversa-
tion in the ways we engage with the world, as well as shaping, in
continuous negotiation with other text, what are legitimate and
appropriate engagements [43]. CDA has been used to highlight the
discursive construction of robots as educational authorities [95],
privacy conceptions of social networks [81], and the political entan-
glements of makers in sustainable HCI [107]. As such, CDA as a lens
can challenge common assumptions of the world, as legitimized in
research, to “imagine and make arguments about how it might be
organized differently” [134, p. 1468] and produce alternative visions
for how such futures may emerge [68].

3.1 Literature Identification and Selection
3.1.1 Database. To identify literature, we utilized the Association
for Computing Machinery Digital Library (ACM DL)1. ACM con-
ferences and journals have been recognized as premier venues for
research on digital technologies, sustainability, and participation
[11, 30, 46, 96]. In this paper, we are interested in understanding
1https://dl.acm.org/
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Papers identified in 
ACM DL (n=122)

Papers after 
removing duplicates  

(n=121)

Papers screened 
using exclusion 
criteria (n=121)

Papers assessed 
using inclusion 
criteria (n=60)

Papers included in 
synthesis (n=32)

Papers excluded 
based on abstract 
and title  (n=61)

Papers excluded 
based on full-text  

(n=28)

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Figure 1: Overview of our process of literature selection as a PRISMA flowchart.

narratives in research on digital technologies for energy commu-
nities, making ACM DL an appropriate choice of database due to
the oft-cited socio-technical perspectives found here. Our scoping
review is based on the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1: How do studies tell the story of where energy commu-
nities are sited?
RQ2:How do studies tell the story of participation in energy
communities?
RQ3: How do studies tell the story of future digital technolo-
gies’ role in energy communities?

We chose these three research questions as inspired by Costanza-
Chock [25]’s framing of design narratives as a way forward to
reorient perspectives on SHCI and energy community literature
(see section 2).

3.1.2 Search Query. The topics of energy consumption and pro-
duction are popular research trajectories at ACM. Thus, we opted to
use a search query that specifically required papers to understand
energy as a communal ‘matter’, despite other possible synonyms
for this (see [71]) that are not explicitly community-focused. We
used the following search query for our scoping review:

"query": AllField:([All: "energy community"] OR

[All: "energy communities"] OR [All: "community

energy"] OR [All: "communal energy"] OR [All:

"energy cooperatives"] [All: "energy cooperative"])

"filter": E-Publication Date: (01/01/2013 TO

12/31/2023), ACM Content: DL

We allowed all search phrases to be present anywhere in the paper,
as energy communities are still a nascent research area at ACM.
This means not all papers readily use these phrases within their
main text. Furthermore, we filtered papers to only gather literature
published from the 1st of January, 2013 to the 31st of December,
2023 (to allow for pre-published papers made available at ACM
DL). We deemed this appropriate due to our interest in identifying
design narratives in research that illuminate where future energy
community research might be headed. We ran our search query
in ACM DL to identify our final dataset on the 23rd of June, 2023.
This yielded 122 publications (step 1 in figure 1), which were then
investigated to assess inclusion.

Table 1: The exclusion and inclusion criteria for our scoping
review.

Identifier Exclusion criteria

EC1 The study is not peer-reviewed research.
EC2 The study is a meta-study of other papers (review, meta-

analysis, etc.).
EC3 The study is not concerned with energy systems (e.g. energy

as a psychological term)
EC4 The study is concerned with communal energy only in terms

of technological performance (e.g. assessing the effectiveness
of wind turbines).

Identifier Inclusion criteria

IC1 The study is concerned with the digitalization of energy
systems as a communal matter.

IC2 The study is concerned with human-centered design (as
method and/or implication of the paper).

IC3 The study is concerned with communal energy as socio-
technical configurations.

3.1.3 Literature Selection Process. To identify the final dataset of
papers for our analysis of design narratives, we engaged in a selec-
tion process, shown in figure 1. Initially, we exported the results
of our search query, using ACM DL’s feature, into the reference
manager Zotero. Then, we exported the Zotero collection as a CSV
file, from which data were inserted into Microsoft Excel. We first
identified duplicates (step 2 in figure 1) in our dataset for removal
(n=1). In our screening of papers, Authors 1 and 3 collaboratively
read titles and abstracts of papers (n=121). We determined if papers
were to be excluded based on exclusion criteria (EC) shown in table
1. We used these to identify papers unrelated to the aim of the scop-
ing review (step 3 in figure 1). We excluded papers if they were; not
peer-reviewed research (n=6); meta-studies of other papers (n=5);
not concerned with energy systems (n=33) or; only concerned with
technological performance of communal energy (n=17).

The following assessment (step 4 in figure 1) was led by Author
1 in two rounds, where the remaining 60 papers were assessed for
inclusion, and included papers were coded and synthesized (see
section 3.2). In the first round, Author 1 assessed 20 papers for in-
clusion, excluding 8 papers – this assessment was discussed among
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Table 2: The 32 papers included from our scoping review process.

Papers

Capaccioli et al. [19] Singh et al. [118] B et al. [4]
Mahesh et al. [78] Weinhardt et al. [135] Mengelkamp et al. [84]
Kudo and Granier [72] Orfanoudakis and Chalkiadakis [92] Zhu et al. [141]
Simm et al. [116] Wilkins et al. [137] Mengelkamp and Weinhardt [85]
Jensen et al. [64] Peña and Jensen [98] Jensen and Jensen [65]
Cech [21] Hansen et al. [45] Schlund et al. [109]
Panagiotidou et al. [94] Hasselqvist et al. [48] Cila et al. [22]
Šikšnys et al. [143] Duvignau et al. [32] Valkanova et al. [130]
Jensen et al. [63] Hasselqvist et al. [47] Promann [101]
Scuri and Nunes [114] Morais et al. [86] Hasselqvist and Eriksson [49]
Huang et al. [56] Neupane et al. [89]

Authors 1, 2, and 3, where both the assessment method and prelim-
inary data extraction were validated. After this initial validation,
Author 1 assessed the remaining 40 papers for inclusion, continuing
with data extraction and synthesis of these into design narratives.
Thus, a total of 60 papers were assessed for inclusion. Papers were
deemed appropriate for inclusion if they satisfied all inclusion cri-
teria (IC) in table 1. IC1 is relevant for our focus on digitalization in
RQ3; IC2 for covering aspects of human participation in RQ1 and
RQ2; IC3 was used to ensure papers concerned both technical and
human rationales and outcomes of digital technologies in energy
communities (related to RQ3). We applied these inclusion criteria
sequentially from IC1 to IC3 for every possible paper. Out of 60
assessed papers, those that were not concerned with digitalization
of energy systems as a communal matter (n=18), human-centered
design (n=10), or socio-technical configurations of energy (n=0) were
excluded.We note that in assessing the fulfillment of IC1, we did not
discriminate between the exact nature of communal energy (e.g.,
formal energy communities [65] versus public visualization [130]),
as we were interested in a broad view. As Author 3 co-authored five
of the 60 papers assessed for inclusion [45, 63, 65, 89, 98], Author 2
independently assessed this research and discussed it with Author
1. After this process, we ended up with 32 papers included for data
extraction and synthesis (see table 2 and step 5 in figure 1).

3.2 Data Extraction and Synthesis
For the 32 included papers in our CDA, we extracted the following
data items related to every RQ:

• RQ1:
– Country location of the energy community.
– Geographical distribution of the energy community.

• RQ2:
– Envisioned participant groups.
– People included in energy community futuring.
– How people are included in energy community futuring.

• RQ3:
– The expected outcomes of using digital technologies in energy

communities.
– The role of designers of digital technologies in energy communi-

ties.

These data items were decided upon collaboratively through a num-
ber of early discussions among Authors 1, 2, and 3 and in relation to
how previous work critiques visions around future energy technol-
ogy [1, 18, 31, 124]. For every data item, we extracted text snippets
to keep the context of the item [14] (see table 3 for an example).

Using the lens of CDA, we were not interested in simply summa-
rizing these data items. Rather, we see these data items (and their
contexts) as highlighting assumptions in the reviewed research [5].
We aimed to extract data related to energy community projects
themselves, but not meta-related data (e.g., quantitative data analy-
sis software was extracted if used inside an energy community, but
not if used simply to analyze data from an empirical study). We also
focused on data items related to the study described in the paper
(e.g., descriptions of the study’s contributions and methods). Author
1 then used emergent coding [75] to code data items for every RQ.
These codes were inductively grouped into design narratives [25],
thus enabling an abductive synthesis [127]. We grouped papers
based on the extracted data items across the dataset for every RQ,
meaning that one paper could be present in multiple groups for
the same RQ. Afterward, Authors 2 and 3 partook in reviewing this
first round of data extraction and synthesis, validating the process
and the emergent codebook.

Table 3: Example of our data extraction table.

Data item Text snippet
Title Participatory Infrastructuring of Community

Energy

RQ1 data extracts “The Project has two pilot site areas, this paper
focuses on the Italian area” [19, p. 2]

RQ2 data extracts “293 people from 93 households” [19, p. 2]

RQ3 data extracts “an empowering tool for the communities,
helping them to reflect and to change their
energy practices for the sake of the improve-
ment of the community and to achieve col-
lective selfdefined goals” [19, p. 2]

We used skeptical reading from CDA [43] to characterize the
discourse of design narratives (i.e., how they talk about topics),
which we also used to name identified design narratives. For exam-
ple, section 4.3.3 was originally named ”Creating Benefits Beyond
the Individual, and the word ”Incremental” was added as part of
the CDA to characterize the nature of the discussion of benefits
brought on by digital technologies in energy communities.

Throughout the writing process, we refined design narratives,
clarifying analytical points in an iterative, collaborative fashion.
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Figure 2: Publication years (left) and publication venues (right) of papers included using our scoping review methodology.

Table 4: Quantitative characteristics of our data extraction
step for the final design narratives.

RQ1 RQ2 RQ3
Number of text snippets in
total

107 301 440

Number of unique papers 32 32 32
Average number of text snip-
pets per paper

3.3 9.4 13.8

The final results of this synthesis concern three sets of three de-
sign narratives, which are presented in section 4. The three sets
of three design narratives answer RQ1 (sites), RQ2 (participation),
and RQ3 (future digital technologies), respectively. Table 4 shows
the quantitative characteristics of our data extraction.

3.3 Paper Characteristics
A list of all papers included using our scoping review methodology
is shown in table 2. Figure 2 shows publication years and venues of
the papers included for critical discourse analysis. We note there
is no clear trend in publication years. While some years have seen
fewer papers published, this does not suggest a clear ongoing pop-
ularization of energy community research. On the other hand, the
conferences CHI (the largest and broadest HCI conference) and
e-Energy (a conference on future energy systems) are by far the
most present publication venues in our set of included papers. Fur-
thermore, we note only a few papers (n=2) are published in journals.

3.4 Author Positionality
We acknowledge that the knowledge produced in research is situ-
ated and not independent of researcher positionality [20] – thus,
transparency in research also requires making clear researchers’ po-
sitionalities. Authors 1, 2, and 3 have worked together at a European
university on a research project as part of an industry-academia
collaboration to explore a European energy community. In this

collaboration, we encountered a number of assumptions from both
energy community project workers and software development part-
ners regarding what role digital technologies should play herein.
This led us to consider to what extent these assumptions were
normalized in energy community research and how we might chal-
lenge possible preconceptions about energy communities using
reflection (inspired by humanistic HCI [5]). Author 4 has exten-
sive experience with future-oriented research on sustainability and
design anthropology approaches. This experience contributed to
bridging the gap between energy community research and alterna-
tive design approaches, which helped to refine the study’s findings
and implications.

Further, we wish to acknowledge our position towards sustain-
ability in this paper. Authors 1, 2, and 3 have backgrounds in human-
centered design and the construction of digital technologies, while
Author 4 has a background in the humanities, design anthropology,
and participatory design. As such, our view on sustainability is pri-
marily oriented towards understanding the entanglements of social
practices and digital technologies, and ways in which sustainable
futures might be supported by the design of digital technologies.
Similarly, our research interests are primarily towards viewing sus-
tainable futures as socio-technical transformations, where many
challenges of sustainability and continued sustainable action inter-
sect with — and are embedded in — current social, economic, and
political structures [54]. Importantly, all authors’ previous research
has aimed to critically engage with visions of digitally supported
sustainable development, and our aim with this paper is similar.

4 FINDINGS
In this section, we present the findings from our CDA of energy com-
munity research at ACM.We summarize the findings in table 5. Each
overarching theme correlates to our three RQs and Costanza-Chock
[25]’s conceptualization of design justice to help frame design nar-
ratives of sites, participation, and future digital technologies.
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Table 5: Design narratives (and associated papers) identified through our critical discourse analysis of ACM research on energy
communities.

Research questions RQ1 – Sites of Energy Communities as. . . RQ2 – Participation in Energy Communities
as. . .

RQ3 – Future Digital Technologies in Energy Com-
munities as. . .

Design narratives and
papers

. . .Based on Proximity [19, 32, 45, 47, 48, 56, 63–
65, 84, 86, 89, 92, 94, 109, 114, 116, 118, 130, 135,
137, 141]
. . .Virtual Communities [4, 22, 32, 56, 78, 84–86,
92, 109, 135, 141, 143]
. . . Shaped ByNations [19, 21, 32, 45, 47–49, 56, 63–
65, 72, 84–86, 89, 94, 98, 101, 118, 130, 135, 137,
143]

. . .Nearby Involvement [4, 19, 22, 32, 45, 47–49,
56, 63, 64, 72, 78, 84, 85, 89, 92, 94, 98, 109, 114,
116, 118, 130, 135, 137, 141, 143]
. . . Institutions and Technologies [4, 19, 21, 47–
49, 63–65, 72, 78, 84–86, 89, 92, 98, 135, 143]
. . .Being Represented by Others [19, 21, 45, 47–
49, 64, 65, 72, 85, 86, 89, 92, 94, 98, 101, 116, 118,
130, 135, 137, 143]

. . .Mediating Sociality [4, 22, 32, 45, 47–49, 56, 63, 64, 72,
78, 89, 92, 94, 98, 101, 114, 130, 135, 137, 141, 143]
. . . Providing Information and Empowerment [4, 21, 22,
32, 45, 47–49, 56, 63–65, 72, 78, 84–86, 89, 92, 94, 98, 101,
109, 114, 116, 118, 130, 135, 137, 141, 143]
. . .Creating Incremental Benefits Beyond the Individual
[4, 19, 21, 22, 32, 45, 47, 56, 63–65, 72, 78, 84, 86, 89, 92,
94, 98, 109, 116, 135, 137, 141, 143]

4.1 Sites of Energy Communities as. . .
4.1.1 . . . Based on Proximity. The first design narrative we present
is that of energy community sites described as based on proximity.
More often than not, research focuses on energy communities that
are closely connected in a geographical and a social sense. Within
this narrative, sites are often described as situated neighborhoods,
for example, as the setting of energy community games [118], or
designerly study sites [94, 130]. Broadening the geographical scale,
we also see cities [114] and city districts [47, 130] described as en-
ergy community sites. Nonetheless, studies refer to sites as “local”,
which showcases who is expected to benefit from energy communi-
ties. For instance, the conceptualization of local electricity markets
[84] suggests that the sites of the energy communities can “keep
financial profits locally and thus strengthen the local economy” [135,
p. 545]. Further, the local proximity of these energy communities is
often envisioned through the lens of community-directed energy
infrastructure, as they “typically produce electricity for their own
consumption” [137, p. 1], but also by viewing energy community
sites as a way of avoiding resource loss, as smaller energy distri-
bution distances may mean smaller energy loss in the distribution.
This discourse of local energy communities may imply a social and
neighborly relationship between community members.

Studies of communal energy are also situated, e.g., university
campuses [86], community centers [130], and high schools [65].
These locations’ presence in research further illustrates that energy
community sites are based in places where community members
already gather, and do so under both geographic and social institu-
tional boundaries. Moreover, energy communities can be seen as
“rural”, shaped around their disconnectedness from the surrounding
communities. This is most clear in the work of Simm et al. [116],
who argue that the Scottish island Tiree is nearly disconnected from
the energy infrastructure of the United Kingdom, and thus engages
with the energy produced by the communal wind turbine in a much
more deliberate manner. An island is the site of Singh et al. [118]’s
game “Electric City”, where players must consider survival on an
island as they generate their own energy resources. This shows
how rural communities are enveloped in a discourse of communal
self-sufficiency, also described by Jensen et al. [63].

However, some studies explicitly move away from the geograph-
ical clustering of members in energy communities [45, 64]. This is
described in a discourse of looking “beyond geographical limitations”
[45, p. 725], thus moving beyond the local focus in previous research.
Although some of this research [45] imagines how digital technol-
ogy can bring together geographically diverse people into energy

communities for a greater “good”, we also see digital technologies
envisioned in these sites as punishing “distant prosumers, because it
[distance, ed.] increases grid losses” [89, p. 366].

4.1.2 . . . Virtual Communities. A number of papers included in our
critical discourse analysis describe a design narrative of energy com-
munity sites as virtual communities. These papers consider energy
communities as entities we can understand, design, and criticize
without these communities necessarily existing outside the context
of individual papers. Simulations of energy communities exemplify
this, which play a prominent role in the energy community litera-
ture at ACM. These simulations envision how digital technology is
instrumental in the way community energy is consumed [86] and
shaped by different infrastructural configurations [141], or artificial
learning strategies for operating local electricity markets [84].

Predominantly, the discourse surrounding these virtual energy
communities uses words like “proof-of-concept” [109, p. 320], which
can be “successfully tested as virtual demonstrator” [135, p. 548].
Within this vision, the role of virtual energy communities, though
not physically present, is typically described as a “help” to evaluate
how energy communities may contribute to a sustainable transition.
Many papers within this design narrative justify the performance
of these virtual communities through “real-life” data [56, 86, 141]
describing the many different configurations their simulations are
run under [92, 143]. While surely an important quality measure of
energy community research, we note the discursive legitimization
of virtual energy communities as research subjects in this design
narrative. This approach seems limited to quantifiable, performance-
focused aspects and may thus neglect the many social- and human-
centered aspects of energy communities. It is worth noting the work
of Cila et al. [22] in this regard. While describing a non-existent
energy community, they provide human-centered design insights
for introducing blockchain herein. This shows how the use of virtual
energy communities, which are not physically present ”out there”,
has been adopted for critical perspectives outlined in our analysis.

4.1.3 . . . Shaped By Nations. We found that sites of energy com-
munities are often seen as shaped by nations. Firstly, it is perhaps
striking how many papers are situated in specific national con-
texts - and also which national contexts. The continent associ-
ated with most papers is by far Europe [19, 21, 45, 47–49, 63–
65, 89, 94, 98, 118, 135, 137, 143], with Asia [72], South America
[130], and North America [101] receiving scant attention.

Many energy community sites are typically described as “experi-
mental” [135, p. 548], “plot sites” [143, p. 176], or “burgeoning” [65,
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p. 1]. This description indicates that the conceptualizations and for-
mations of energy communities are still being shaped. Despite this,
studies often acknowledge that they are subject to the institutional
and social structures that exist in the sites’ national context. For
example, studies describe national structures impacting the real-
ization of energy communities. A study in Sweden highlights, for
instance, that anyone “ who buys an apartment in Sweden must join
the local housing cooperative” [47, p. 476], while a Danish energy
community is limited by Danish laws on cooperatives in the ways
it must distribute costs and benefits [65]. This shows a discourse
of how energy communities are subject to national, systemic, and
political structures, which are thus unavoidable for the study and
design of energy communities.

Not all energy communities shaped by nations necessarily take
place within nations – rather, papers may base their studies on
data obtained from national contexts. Studies might use energy
technology data from specific countries [56, 84, 86], as well as
national energy tariffs [85]. Such data may form a “basis” [85, p.
539], be “real” [55, p. 12], or “derived” [143, p. 177] from other
data, implying that those are appropriate and legitimate, and that
they have a foundation on preexisting, legitimate data. However,
even simulated energy communities with no national context are
still shaped by nations, when simulations are created using data
from specific national contexts, also embedding built-in cultural
assumptions from the data..

4.2 Participation in Energy Communities as. . .
4.2.1 . . .Nearby Involvement. The design narrative of energy com-
munity participation as nearby involvement was identified early in
our CDA. Here, papers conceive of those participating in energy
communities as individuals engaging in these communities and
supporting technology [19, 45, 85, 94, 98, 116, 135, 137], as well as
the situated places where participation is imagined unfolded close
to energy technologies [19, 32, 45, 47–49, 56, 63, 64, 72, 84, 85, 89,
92, 94, 98, 109, 114, 116, 118, 130, 135, 137, 141, 143].

The nature of homes in this design narrative is expressed in a
discourse focused on the productive capabilities of residencies and
their inhabitants, which can have different energy technologies
installed nearby. Words like “consumer”, “producer”, or “prosumer”
are typically used to describe how different residents may be either
producers of some sort of renewable energy, consumers, or both
(prosumer). For example, papers often describe energy communi-
ties homes where a “home with energy surplus is called an energy
supplier while a home with energy shortage is called an energy de-
mander” [141, p. 221]. Further, such homes are usually associated
with both photovoltaic energy technologies (e.g., solar panels on
the rooftops) and energy storage technology (e.g., batteries) [109].
Participation is thus conceptualized through how residents engage
with energy production. Such participation is often envisioned as
financially motivated, using descriptions such as; “flexibility poten-
tials in their electricity use to increase self-consumption and benefit
from lower tariffs” [135, p. 548] or gaining “financial savings” [32, p.
36] as ways to organize residents into small energy groups. This
discourse suggests an underlying capitalist logic to the design nar-
rative, i.e., participation in energy communities requires engaging
with markets and trading for economic benefits. Further, when

we conceptualize participation through a discourse of production
and consumption, there is the possibility of reinforcing barriers of
engagement for those who might not engage in energy production.

However, nearby involvement is not just concerned with partici-
pation from those physically close to energy technologies, but also
often discussed as participants already interested in sustainability
concerns [19, 85, 94, 98, 116, 137]. Participation may be based on
interest in the given energy community project [19, 116] or sustain-
ability [85, 137]. Further, an energy community project “which relies
on participants stating their preferences every 15 minutes” [135, p.
549] necessitates that participants have a preference strong enough
to engage. Phrases like “keen on issues of solar and sustainable en-
ergy” [94, p. 9] suggest that participation in energy communities
requires, or at least strongly benefits from, strong and positive
opinions towards sustainability. In some projects, participants are
found among existing customers of project partners [63]. While the
focus on participants who feel close to energy community goals
is admirable, it does leave out those perhaps less likely to engage,
which raises questions like; what about those who are not “already
familiar and comfortable with each other” [45, p. 726]? This show-
cases an assumption in research that energy communities be made
attractive for those with interests similar to energy community
projects. However, this inadvertently excludes possible participants
who might possess other, though still legitimate, interests.

4.2.2 . . . Institutions and Technologies. We see a broad spectrum
of papers conceptualizing participation in energy communities
through envisioning changes to energy institutions and technologies.
These papers typically consider participation as a concern for public
institutions (e.g., a municipality in Japan [72]), new consumer and
digital services provided by private (energy) companies (e.g., [89]),
or through development of new “smart” energy infrastructures for
specific use cases (e.g., EV driving [4]). In this design narrative,
human participation is tacitly assumed, where future members
willingly embrace these new digital technologies and services.

Interestingly, others envision physical infrastructure as partici-
pation. An energy community might contain “different energy users
such as houses, hospitals, and industries” [78, p. 2], which are ex-
pected to intertwine with each other. Further, a “smart city” might
expect “large-scale introduction of next-generation vehicles and their
linkage with public transport” [72, p. 244], showcasing the introduc-
tion of technologies in a similar fashion. In this design narrative,
institutions and technologies are seen as becoming entangled with
other communitymembers. An example is the vision of the GOFLEX
platform, described as facilitating trading for prosumers, which
includes “households, tertiary buildings, industries, EV charging sta-
tions” [89, p. 363]. Thus, institutions and technologies are provided
agency through research discourse, thereby moving away from the
human-centered focus of participation in energy communities.

4.2.3 . . .Being Represented by Others. In analyzing conceptions
of participation in energy communities, we identified a design
narrative of participation as being represented by others. This is, for
example, the case of aggregators that trade flexibility on behalf of
the owners of energy resources [89, 92, 143], or representatives of
housing cooperatives [47–49].

Discursively, several papers consider design an activity of partici-
pation that can represent energy community interests. For example,
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the designers of Lumiphys [86] represented smart campus visi-
tors by using designer-led assessments of design criteria. We also
observe studies speculating about the future with (human) partic-
ipants. For instance, Peña and Jensen [98, p. 205] use design as a
means “to probe potential energy community members” about possi-
ble futures taking place in their context. Participation in formative
energy communities is further illustrated with studies describing
participation with words like “future” and “prospective” community
members – they might not be actual community members (yet), but
they are seen as important representatives for things, values, and
contexts important to future community members. This discourse
is sensible in that energy communities may be considered emerging
socio-technical infrastructures. Results from a studymight “be cross-
checked by ethnographic field-studies” [118, p. 1524], suggesting that
the speculative energy community depicted in a game might not
adequately represent energy communities. Similarly, a study might
be “currently live” [101, p. 5], suggesting that we can understand
communal energy interactions through time-limited interactions
that represent interests that also apply outside of the study’s du-
ration. This may be achieved through methods well-known from
design, e.g., focus groups as described by [98]. Conversely, phrases
like “observing” and “watching” imply a certain distance to the
energy community, which assumes the energy community is an
actual “thing” that can be observed over time.

Another interesting discursive construction is how the repre-
sentation of community members is seen as a professional matter.
This discourse uses words like “trade” or “manage” to signify rep-
resentation as taking over responsibility in regard to professional
competencies. For example, volunteer energy managers may be “in
charge of buildings with an average of about 40 apartments each” [48,
p. 1484]. Even though this group is mostly comprised of amateurs,
they still fulfill a profession-adjacent role, for example, participating
in meetings with multiple other energy professionals [47]. “Aggre-
gators” might “trade the flexibility” [92, p. 2514] of smaller energy
resource owners, as they are “capable of actively performing local
energy optimization while taking actual energy prices into account”
[143, p. 176]. Universities may become aggregators [89], taking on
a professional nature similar to the volunteer energy managers
described above. Thus, the act of participation as representation
seems to require participants to not only take on new tasks, but to
essentially become a new class of energy professionals.

4.3 Digital Technologies in Energy
Communities as. . .

4.3.1 . . .Mediating Sociality. In analyzing our included papers, we,
perhaps unsurprisingly, found that many papers describe a design
narrative where digital technologies play an essential role of medi-
ating sociality. In this design narrative, papers are often concerned
with communal energy data i) as a way to foster collective under-
standing and caring [45, 47, 49, 64, 94, 101, 130], and ii) trading of
energy [4, 32, 56, 63, 78, 89, 92, 94, 135, 141, 143].

In our analysis, we see papers that emphasize how community
members, through technology, may change their conception of en-
ergy from an individual household concern to a community-based
one. Papers here focus on how to “stress the value of cooperation”
[114, p. 2], using words like “promote” and “allow” to describe how

previous individual-based energy conceptions require different en-
gagements from community members. However, scholars also point
out that this design narrative brings about different challenges. For
example, papers describe fears of communal engagement that may
“strain neighborly relations” [94, p. 13], while highlighting the im-
portance of countering participants’ negative biases of others [101].
This discourse is further illustrated in the use of design strategies
to mitigate possible conflicts. In a study of an imaginary energy
community, Cila et al. [22] argue that algorithms should provide
negotiation mechanics to manage conflicts between community
members, with others arguing that it is when “the peers come to
a mutual agreement, the negotiation is considered [sic.] success and
power transaction is initiated” [78, p. 4]. This shows how commu-
nity members are, maybe unwillingly, brought together and are
expected to come to terms with communal energy. We see this as
an assumption that digital technologies are implemented in energy
communities to facilitate displeasing communal interactions.

When community members are envisioned to come together,
they are seen to engage in a number of energy-related actions. Com-
mon for these actions is their market-based logic, a discourse con-
structed in a number of papers. For example, GOFLEX technology
is described as “a market-driven ICT platform” [89, p. 363], similar
to many other platforms described in the research. Often, stud-
ies consider “trading” between community members (e.g., [4, 94],
where energy is bought and sold as part of social life). This is also
shown in the use of phrases like “in return”, where there is an expec-
tation of socially oriented actions being rewarded proportionally.
Thus, digital technologies are expected to mediate social relations
between energy community members using a capitalist logic.

4.3.2 . . . Providing Information and Empowerment. A major design
narrative we identified was the view of digital technologies in en-
ergy communities as providing information and empowerment.In
this design narrative, information may be about energy, technology,
and other community members. Papers often engage with how
information is something that needs to be transformed and repre-
sented in different ways. Often, descriptions of binary opposites
[140] of “visible” and “invisible” come into play here. For example,
many consider that “sources of energy are invisible to consumers”
[116, p. 1973], and that it may be relevant “to make differences be-
tween one’s own and other cooperatives visible for housing cooperative
members outside of the board” [47, p. 480].

While information may be available, that does not mean that
community members are able to act upon it. This requires “vi-
sualizations” and “overviews”, and we might interact with this
information on different levels of granularity [94] and detail [89].
When Panagiotidou et al. [94] physicalize energy data from their
workshop participants, they do this “so that participants could col-
lectively interact with them” [94, p. 2], implying that before the
physicalization, collective interaction was impossible, or maybe
improbable. Further, as “it can still not be expected that households
spend an extended period of time daily (or even hourly)” [85, p. 538]
on communal energy, many papers focus on avoiding “impacting
the users’ workload” [141, p. 227]. Problems with current systems
are also described in this discourse, e.g., the inconvenient Microsoft
Excel-based approach for communal energy accounting described
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by Cech [21]. This showcases how it is assumed that digital tech-
nologies in energy communities need to be convenient to use, both
in regard to functionality and information.

Furthermore, digital technologies are often depicted in a dis-
course of enabling users to gain awareness and act on this. Infor-
mation may let community members “explore, reflect and debate on
socially-relevant issues” [130, p. 3462], while it can help “cooperatives
to learn from each other’s energy work” [49, p. 7]. For instance, the
ambient display Lumen aimed to encourage data exploration [45],
while a laundry scheduling game was used to foster community
reflection on how community members “can adapt everyday energy
activities” [98, p. 206]. Describing digital technologies as something
that “lets”, “would”, and “can” seems to signify a sort of agency
in these technologies. This focus on agency is also discursively
depicted through the democratic nature of energy communities,
perhaps most clearly shown in Lumiphys’ focus on ”democratiza-
tion” [86, p. 362]. Words like “participation” and “control” imply
that digital technologies in energy communities should put power
back into the hands of people. This is often done by giving “users”
the ability to choose settings and scenarios, e.g., “willingness to
postpone operating the washing machine” [64, p. 248] or facilitating
“energy managers to better decide what is an addressable challenge”
[47, p. 480]. There is a seeming tendency to understand digital tech-
nologies in energy communities, and the information they present,
as something that provides new and empowering opportunities
among community members.But how are community members
transformed in their interaction with digital technologies in energy
communities, and what sorts of communities are shaped by sup-
portive and empowering technologies? Such questions typically
remain unarticulated.

4.3.3 . . .Creating Incremental Benefits Beyond the Individual. In
our critical discourse analysis, we find that papers often see digital
technologies as creating incremental benefits beyond the individual.
Papers signal a Triple Bottom Line approach [113], focused on eco-
nomic (e.g., [4, 19]), environmental (e.g., [47, 86]), and infrastructural
(e.g., [89, 141]) benefits of using digital technologies. This reflects
the Triple Bottom Line’s focus on sustainability as accounted for
both in an organization’s economic performance, and its commit-
ment to investing in environmental and social initiatives [113].

In this design narrative, we see a discourse of reduction and
slow transformations. Phrases of “minimizing consumption”, “cost
savings” or “coordination” imply that certain actions are allowed,
perhaps encouraged, but only in specific amounts or ways. For ex-
ample, digital technologies in energy communities may be success-
ful if “households can practically achieve an almost optimal financial
cost saving” [32, p. 44], or if technologies are “compatible with a
traditional AC power grid” [56, p. 2] requiring fewer changes. This
is similarly described by Wilkins et al. [137], arguing that commu-
nities trading energy locally might buy insurance to ensure energy
access from the larger grid, while Jensen and Jensen [65] discuss
how algorithmic systems might supply energy in compliance with
current Danish law. Furthermore, many cases of “optimization” are
also described in this discourse. A Japanese smart city might aim
to “optimize distribution” of energy [72], while a European digital
platform might “optimize consumption” of electricity [89]. This
shows a discourse that is centered around energy communities as

slowly increasing sustainability, e.g., the positive phrasing for how
workshop participants “showed a remarkable restraint in requesting
unrealistic or sweeping changes” [21, p. 266] to an energy accounting
tool. This specific choice of words illustrates a narrative of design-
ing digital technologies for communal energy projects, which are
not too radical, but instead strive for smaller, incremental changes.

5 DISCUSSION
Through our study of design narratives, we have demonstrated
how the discourse of ACM’s energy community research shapes
cerntain research trajectories. There are limitations to the study
however. Firstly, there are limitations of using ACM DL as our only
literature database. Energy communities are also studied in areas
of energy policy, social science, and management, which are not
part of the analysis presented in this paper. Despite this, ACM rep-
resents an opportunity to study how visions of future technology
are articulated where this technology is researched, designed, and
evaluated. Secondly, the search query was constructed to retrieve
papers that explicitly acknowledge the “communal” nature of en-
ergy communities. Other terms could have been used to identify
papers concerning energy communities, such as, “microgrids”, “P2P
smart grids” or “eco-villages”. Nevertheless, our analysis reveals
central assumptions embedded in current energy community re-
search at ACM. Critically, we have shown that this research may
fail to consider the transformative, sustainable transitions often
associated with energy communities, and instead focuses on energy
communities as initiatives that may reform current practices and
systems [54]. While an assessment of the author backgrounds of
the 32 analyzed papers was not conducted, this may be an inter-
esting further analysis to perform. Royston and Foulds [108] show
that humanities and social science research, such as the critical
discourse analysis employed in this paper, is often excluded from
energy policies at the EU level, which limits possible problem fram-
ings and future visions. It is relevant to understand not just voices
embedded in energy community research at ACM, but also the
backgrounds of those voices, to understand which disciplines are
routinely (under)represented.

Our critical discourse analysis describes design narratives across
aspects of energy community sites, participation, and digital tech-
nologies. In the following sections, we discuss our findings and
future trajectories for researchers and designers alike to engage
critically with energy community design by i) reshaping visions of
future energy community technologies, ii) scaffolding infrastruc-
turing for participation, and iii) building alternative narratives.

5.1 Reshaping Techno-solutionist Visions
The findings in this paper highlight the fact that a substantial por-
tion of the ACM literature portrays a dominant techno-solutionist
narrative, often presented from the point of view of an “engineer
solutionist” character (e.g., [84, 101, 141, 143]). Here, designing is
typically about exploring emergent technology with the promise
of mitigating and improving energy technology “problems” in con-
trolled academic settings. Thismay be through showing howmarket
algorithms can perform more efficiently [89], proving how effective
automated distribution of energy can be performed within local
infrastructures [92], or improving interactive energy community
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tools from human-centered perspectives [45]. Here, we see “engi-
neers” typically imagining future energy community technologies
based on computational modeling and quantifiable measurements
[74] – distancing research problems, development, and visions of
sustainable transformations from the political, social, and local
situations in which the “solutions” may become embedded.

Despite attempts to convey objective storytelling in these narra-
tives, our findings also reveal that techno-solutionist imaginings
play a pivotal role in shaping (social) conventions, intentions, and as-
sumptions related to energy community research and development.
This includes conventions such as “aggregators”, “energy flexibility”
and “prosumers”, designerly intentions of, e.g., “fostering neigh-
borly and communal relationships”, and forming assumptions about
householders, which are motivated by “financial savings” and “algo-
rithmic and interactive convenience”. Furthermore, as ACM energy
community research is often articulated in technologically oriented
venues, primarily CHI and e-Energy (section 3.3), we see certain
stakeholders’ perspectives become foregrounded [63, 91, 123] (e.g.,
the energy industry, software and hardware companies, and en-
ergy traders [89]). However, those stakeholders’ perspectives often
reflect hidden power structures already existing in the energy sec-
tor [41]. The findings however, illustrate that embedded in the
techno-solutionist narrative, is an implicit expectation that a just,
sustainable communal future will naturally follow with the de-
sign of these technologies without critically embracing the social,
political, and (in)just design aspects [25] of, for instance, decentral-
izing our energy infrastructures [90], or communities becoming
reliant on solar power production [125].

Nonetheless, the design narratives presented in this paper col-
lectively illustrate that ACM energy community research carries
significant social and political values. Within the techno-solutionist
narrative, community energy is typically viewed as something for
“exploitation, accumulation, commodification, and extraction” [111, p.
3]. This is reflected in our findings by a capitalist logic embedded
in i) the sociality mediated by the digital technologies (e.g., stories
of trading, financial savings, energy, and flexibility tariffs), and,
ii) the envisioned participation through the engaged and involved
prosumer empowered with energy technologies, akin to Strengers
[121]’s Resource Man. Further, our findings reflect critiques found
in SHCI arguing that sustainability research is often situated “within
the economic and political machinery” [9, p. 228]. Our study com-
plements this research, highlighting a socio-economic approach to
energy communities that does not focus on total equality on a trans-
formative level [54]. Specifically, the focus on trading identified in
our study corroborates Scuri et al. [113]’s findings of sustainability
in SHCI as part of market economies, which may come to reinforce
imaginings of energy community participation through financial
incentives [22].

To complement and further advance such perspectives, Jasanoff
and Kim [60] suggest a need to place increased emphasis on the
social dimensions of our socio-technical imaginings of energy tran-
sitions. For instance, the findings in this paper show how energy
community research at ACM rarely grapples with the messiness of
everyday life nor questions the status quo of energy community
research. This provides HCI researchers with the opportunity to
engage with the techno-solutionist to explore alternative ways of

designing digital technologies for energy communities that devi-
ate from the status quo. We believe this trajectory of research is
ripe for engaging in collaborative design projects, including stake-
holders from different research disciplines, as well as outside of
research [26], e.g., energy community planners. HCI researchers
may complement with provoking and speculative approaches to
energy community design [34, 61, 73, 88, 102], thus encouraging
the techno-solutionist researcher to reconsider the values we as-
cribe to energy community systems. However, HCI researchers
may also consider engaging with researchers from social sciences
and policy research. In this, we see the possibility of aiding the
recent expansion in justice-related HCI literature (e.g., [6, 25, 65])
by implementing and reflecting on how digital technologies both
can distribute goods in a democratic manner, foster open energy
community decision-making [51], and uncover unjust imaginaries
of energy infrastructures [90].

5.2 Scaffolding Participation in Energy
Communities

In critically analyzing design narrative discourses, we see expec-
tations arguing for the significance attributed to energy commu-
nity participation as enablers for people to collectively engage in
renewable energy issues [38]. Overall, the findings indicate that
energy community research at ACM presupposes and predefines
the sorts of empowerment and democratic engagement that energy
community members are to experience. For narratives of energy
community sites, the local proximity of community members is
assumed to also entail a social connection that shapes participation
(e.g., [137]). In narratives of community participation, the actual
engagement in the collective is often contingent on community
members already being involved or interested in sustainable ini-
tiatives and innovation projects (e.g., [45]). Finally, narratives of
digital technologies assume participation and empowerment are
realized through the development of emergent and transformative
technologies (e.g., [130]).

Despite significant expectations of participation, our findings
also suggest that ACM energy community research struggles with
defining, shaping, and forming transformative participation at local
sites. The struggle with approaching human participation in sus-
tainability issues also reflects SHCI research that aims to transform
community practices and participation, yet does not achieve radical
transformation [24, 111]. For instance, researchers have argued that
visions of community engagement, like fostering competition, may
actually unintendedly transform practices in unsustainable ways
[45, 64]. Also, Strengers and Nicholls [122] show how industry vi-
sions of smart home technologies shape participation in everyday
practices, which may escalate energy consumption by requiring an
increase of smart devices using energy in the home. This echoes
other studies looking towards different kinds of resource consump-
tion, like food, and how such consumption may be managed in
ways that uphold scarcity, despite the abundance of such resources
[33, 53]. Our findings complement ideas that non-transformative
participation might have unintended consequences, e.g., commu-
nity engagement becoming transformed into capitalist community
relations, which does not grapple with necessary, radical transfor-
mations of the energy system [54].
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Based on this, a future trajectory for energy community research
can be formed by drawing on ongoing research in the field of par-
ticipatory design and design anthropology. In this line of work,
DiSalvo [29] illustrates how industrial agricultural drones can be
used for non-industrial foraging practices to engage in a “collective
effort of exploring a desired future” [29, p. 150], This experiment on
limiting precision in agriculture in non-precise foraging practices,
evokes new perspectives on the use of technologies. Similar, Teli
et al. [126] describe how designers in community-based projects
can promote i) transformations of local institutions, ii) the forma-
tion of publics based on common interests between designers and
communities, and iii) be made redundant in the face of grassroots
actions. Lastly, infrastructuring has been considered an opportunity
in participatory design, which can facilitate empowering publics to
choose and engage with issues over time, rather than simply using
technologies during a project’s duration [27].

Hence, there are fruitful opportunities for researchers to move
away from demonstrating energy community technologies by de-
ploying these at local sites in a domestic context without engaging
actively with participants [89]. Instead, it seems imperative that
we reconsider participation in energy communities, focusing on
the ways in which community members themselves can foster and
continuously engage with democratic and just energy engagements.
Here, HCI research has a central role to play, by developing tech-
nologies that help energy community members create alternative
narratives formed by the cultural and social practices unfolding in
local communities. Focusing onmore than ’designing for’ — but also
’infrastructuring in’ — energy communities, we can start to study
how energy community practices and decision-making evolve over
time and enable new ways of this. Such insights would help us
contend with community-driven, rather than technology-driven,
participation.

5.3 Building Alternative Narratives
In order to move energy community research forward, we propose
to start actively building alternative design narratives. To do this,
researchers may consider the notion of pluriversal design [35] per-
spectives of sustainable energy communities’ sites. A pluriversal
vision of the world considers how the global model of capitalism
drives crises of sustainability, and how we may move towards sup-
porting the existence of multiple different modes of knowing and
living as part of sustainable world-making [35]. Pluriversal design
recognizes the diverse meanings of the people, other “beings”, their
communities, and situated cultural and social practices, which we
study and design for [35]. The pluriversal project has engaged with
“spatial, temporal, and experiential edges at which it repeatedly finds
evidence of a pluriverse of indigenous communities resisting Eurocen-
tric universalism” [138, p. 7], where diverse communities coexist
and flourish. Thus, we believe a view of energy communities as
pluriversal can fruitfully challenge existing design narratives. Such
perspectives may bring alternative imaginings of energy commu-
nities and enable a broader and more diverse vision of sustainable
energy futures.

Conceptualizing energy communities through a pluriversal lens
thus entails understanding how sustainable energy practices are
situated in everyday, often messy, contexts. To understand such

messiness, we believe it interesting for energy community research
to draw out and learn from examples of low-scale community en-
ergy consumption in non-Western contexts. For example, Melnyk
and Singh [83] use a design anthropological approach to show how
local “practices of improvisation, redistribution of energy and adapta-
tion” [83, p. 45] of local mini-grids help bolster decentralized energy
grids in rural India while also facilitating social cohesion. For ex-
ample, local citizens may bypass automated timers of mini-grids
to connect music devices for religious festivals, in return taking
ownership of the mini-grid and caring for its components [83]. Sim-
ilarly, a study of a domestic solar energy system in rural Kenya
uses defamiliarization to illustrate that assumptions of sustainable
HCI, like excessive domestic energy consumption, are not univer-
sally applicable – here, participants’ newly acquired light sources
helped to care for hens and chicks [139]. Finally, Bidwell et al. [7]’s
ethnographic action research of cellphone charging stations in a
South African community describes how walking is integral to
coordinating the use of electricity to charge phones and facilitating
local social life.

Studies such as these illustrate how existing energy commu-
nity sites may provide new opportunities for understanding how
to engage people in sustainable and communal caring of energy.
We suggest that HCI researchers study existing communities and
locally situated practices by immersing themselves in these commu-
nities over longer periods of time. Methods such as participatory
design [11] and design anthropology [29] can support the develop-
ment of diverse and pluriversal understandings of situated energy
communities and the many ways in which they may (co-)exist, thus
broadening more democratic narratives to sustainability.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the assumptions embedded in design
narratives of energy community research at ACM. Our collection
of data was carried out via a scoping review methodology to collect
ACM papers related to energy communities, extracting text snippets
related to energy communities’ sites (RQ1), participation (RQ2), and
digital technologies (RQ3). Through qualitative emergent coding,
we inductively grouped text snippets into design narratives, and
used a critical discourse analysis to understand taken-for-granted
stances in energy community research at ACM. For every research
question, we identified three design narratives, whichwere critically
analyzed for their discourse.

Our findings underpin the diverse nature of energy community
research at ACM. However, a number of common assumptions are
articulated in the reviewed literature. We see a tendency for design
narratives in the reviewed research to assume that energy commu-
nity sites either require close geographical ties, or that local context
is not definitive for energy communities. For participation in energy
communities, we identified discourses related to implicit participa-
tion from communitymembers, whose interests may be represented
by, and through taking on roles of, energy stakeholders. Finally,
digital technologies are described as facilitating easily accessed,
capitalist benefits to energy community members and society. To-
gether, these design narratives show where energy communities
sites are situated, how participation is imagined, and which values
embedded in technologies are voiced and foregrounded.
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Based on these findings, we show that current research on en-
ergy communities can break with popular envisionments of energy
communities by expanding into, and together with, other areas of
research. We discuss how HCI researchers may foster reflection on
energy community research in three trajectories. These trajectories
concern collaborative energy community design across disciplines,
infrastructuring of energy community participation, and pluriversal
design in energy communities. We encourage researchers working
with energy communities to consider radically different approaches
that bring forth alternatives to commonly assumed meanings and
understandings about energy communities to move towards more
sustainable, democratic energy futures.
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